Biography

from
Frederik Willem Luitwieler
Born at
July 30, 1937
to Pematang Siantar in Indonesia
on the island Sumatra „Aceh“

I have experienced everything that is able to experience it in my Life.
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My parents were when they had married on 08/15/1935 traveled in 1936 to Indonesia, where
my father worked as a civil servant in the service of the Netherlands since 1928th See story
"Borneo". Currently, I am 61 years old and would divide my past life in four periods.
1) World War II and post-war period in Indonesia, July 30, 1937 to
Beginning October 1950
2) School period in the Netherlands, and the start of a civil life as a Dutch citizen, from
October 1950 to June 1970
3) moving to Germany and career as self-employed workers and, from July 1970 to June
2002.
4) pensioner, July 2002 to dato.Geografische map of North Sumatra with the indication of the
Japanese stock

Batak Land:
The Lake Toba is located in the northern part of the Barisan mountain chain, which is
volcanic, and the island of Sumatra from northwest to southeast crosses as its backbone. The
Lake Toba is the low was created about 70,000 years ago by a massive volcanic eruption with
devastating consequences by ash. The ash has destroyed the vegetation in Africa and a
majority of the population is starving.
The lake trough is surrounded by precipitous cliffs 400-1200 m high. Based on the
topographic feature and the broad distribution around the lake ejected by volcanic lava, and so
a cauldron has arisen.
The water surface of Lake Toba is 905 m above sea level and approximately 1,100 km². The
whole area of the lake, including the areas of Samosir and Paradapur islands is 1,780 km².
The mountains around the lake are called "Batak highlands". The only outgoing River from
Lake Toba, the Asahan, the mild slopes of the plateau south-eastward flowing down into the
Malacca street.
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The Lake Toba is a large magnificent
lake (twice as large as the lake of
Geneva in Switzerland), near is a small
city Prapat as a spa town in a very
beautiful
landscape.
Prapat
is
approximately 4 hours drive from
Medan away and an hour's drive from
Pematangsiantar, 400 m above sea level,
where I was born on 30 July 1937th One
arrives, over very good asphalt roads,
from Pematangsiantar a Pas from 1200
meters after Prapat at 905 meters down.
You can swim in the lake. A small area
of the bank has beaches. On the picture
on the right, I in January 1939 at the
lake (Photo: Willem A. Luitwieler).

The photo on the left was in the morning,
made in JULY 1996th The weather was
cool and beautiful. I do not even have to
wear a jacket. Early in the morning it was
mostly always cool (Photo: Frederik W.
Luitwieler).

Period 1
My memories go there back when I with my mother and my brother and many other European
families with children in about April 1942 with the train of Tandjong Pura, on Sumatra, where
we were evacuated before the Japanese invaded, to a village in the mountains were
transported near Pangkalan Susu. Here we were accommodated in the village consisting of
bamboo houses on stilts on the banks of a small river.
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The typical Batak houses on Lake Toba in Sumatra "Aceh", picture July 1996 in the background of the steep
crater wall (Photo: Frederik W. Luitwieler).

Images dating back to 1938, Pematangsiantar. Pictures of 1942 prior to the internment, Pematangsiantar.
Photos: Willem A. Luitwieler.

The village was surrounded by barbed wire and guarded, so we could not go anywhere. One
day after a heavy rainfall, all houses were washed away, you could go on catwalks dry foot
from house to house. Under the houses swam then crocodiles, to get hold of any food scraps
and waste. The dealt Food "moldy root crops (Ubi Kaju)" were very bad and not enough to
fill you up. My left leg is since 1942, when I was interned, after a heavy attack by a Fiber to
the other day no longer fully functional, that leg is substantially thinner than the right leg.
After the temperature had subsided, I had to learn to walk again new. The force can be more
and more to the older age and occasionally painful when standing, because the blood flow to
the leg is not sufficient. It was never determined what it had been for a disease. My father was
only sent in December 1942 by the Japanese to us in the village, as the commandant's office
was in the place "Pangkalan Brandan" where he was replaced. The Japanese fighter planes
have frequently their flying skills shown by letting ascended, lubricate the aircraft to a safe
altitude, switch off the engine so that it began to swirl until shortly before impact the engine
started and withdrew upwards into the sky to show who we are. Later we were to "Brastagi"
transported to a concentration camp and from here by train to a camp in the jungle by the
name of the middle "Aek Pamienke III"
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Brastagi (Kamp) “KZ Lager”

N-Sumatra

Andere benaming
Plantersschool, PSV=Planters School Vereniging
Ligging
Brastagi lag 60 km ten zuiden van Medan aan de weg naar Kaban Djahe en het Toba-meer. Het kamp was
ondergebracht in diverse gebouwen van de Plantersschool.
Kampcommandanten
Kpt Kibitaicho e.a.
Kampbewaking
Molasse of Mulassai ("Uncle Molly", per 06.43), Hosoda, Ingarashi ("de tijger")
Kampleiding
Hr J.M.Marsman (16.04.42 - 29.04.42), Hr J.van Eck (01.05.42 - 01.06.42), Hr J.C. de Kok (per 01.06.42), Hr
A.H. van Doornik (per 10.08.42), Mw Nora Prins en Mw Ria Eikens
Transporten (volgens Kampatlas)
datum
binnengekomen
uit

16.04.42

vertrokken
naar

Omgeving (Luitwieler)

28.04.42
Kabandjahe: Zend. Hosp.

10.10.42

Brastagi: St Luïdina-kl. (2)

21.12.42

Pemat. Siantar: SDF

aantal
in
kamp

939
Kabandjahe: HIS

26.05.42

aantal
per
transport

ma,vr,ki

6

ma

20 (1)

ma,vr

94

vr,ki

697

vr,ki

21.12.42

1744

27.04.43 (2)

Medan: Poelau Brajan ABCE

31.05.43
19.06.43

type
personen

ma,vr,ki

200

vr,ki

Medan: Soengei Sengkol

34

jo

Medan: Soengei Sengkol

8

ma

29.06.43

Kabandjahe

21

ma,vr,ki

05.08.43

Kabandjahe: Leprozerie

14

ma,vr,ki

5

vr,ki

15

ma,vr,ki

09.09.43
14.10.43

Medan: Poelau Brajan ABCE
Kabandjahe: Zend. Hosp.

17.02.44

Medan: Soengei Sengkol

18

jo

17.02.44

Medan: Belawan Estate

3

jo

xx.03.44

Medan: Soengei Sengkol

?

jo

13

vr,ki

182 (5)

jo,om

18

vr,ki

08.06.44

Lawesigalagala

14.12.44 (4)

Luitwieler (Vader)

10.02.45
13.06.45 (6)

R. Prapat: Si Rengorengo
Medan: Gloegoer: Quarant. st

Luitwieler (Moeder +
2 zonen)

R. Prapat: Aek Pamienke III

1347

0 (6)

vr,ki
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Afkortingen/Noten
jo=jongens, ki=kinderen, ma=mannen, no=nonnen, om=oude ma, ov=oude vr, vr=vrouwen, zi=zieken
Pemat. Siantar=Pematang Siantar, R. Prapat=Rantau Prapat
(1) 12 mannen en 8 vrouwen
(2) fungeerde als “kraamkliniek”: nonnen hielpen bij geboortes; daarna gingen vrouwen terug naar het kamp
(3) en 28.04.43
(4) en 15.12.44
(5) 169 jongens en 13 oude mannen
(6) totaal 26 sterfgevallen
Literatuur
Beekhuis, H. e.a. - Japanse burgerkampen in Nederlands-Indië, Deel 3.1, pg 44
Dijk, F.N.J.van - Brastagi-bewoners, plattegronden en naamlijsten, Museum vh Onderwijs 1985
Dulm, J. van e.a. - Kampatlas, Deel I, pg 44
Horstman, Crit - Mag ik nu even?, 1993, pg 18-20
Jacobs, An - Ontwortelden, 1947, pg 7-106
Kousbroek, Rudy - Terug naar Negri Pan Erkoms, 1995
Mulder, Jan - Jacob’s wapen, 1991
Noord Sumatra in Oorlogstijd, AP III 1942, Stichting Noord Sumatra Documentatie 1989
Noord Sumatra in Oorlogstijd, AP III 1943, Stichting Noord Sumatra Documentatie 1991
Noord Sumatra in Oorlogstijd, AP III 1944, Stichting Noord Sumatra Documentatie 1992
Noord Sumatra in Oorlogstijd, AP III 1945, Stichting Noord Sumatra Documentatie 1992
Postma-de Wilde, Mw C. – Dagboek, NIOD IC-dagboek 231
Toeter-Teunisse, Mw J. – Dagboek, NIOD IC-dagboek 79
Foto's/Tekeningen
Claassen, Rob en Joke van Grootheest - Getekend, 1995, pg 127
Dulm, J. van e.a. - Kampatlas, Deel I, pg 44
Kousbroek, Rudy - Terug naar Negri Pan Erkoms, 1995
Naamlijsten:
Stichting Noord Sumatra Documentatie - Reconstructie (boekje met namen per gebouw)
Plattegronden
Beekhuis, H. E.a. - Japanse burgerkampen in Nederlands-Indië, Deel 3.1, pg 45
Dulm, J. van e.a. - Kampatlas, Deel I, pg 44

Gunung Sibajak at Brastagi where we were interned in 1942, this shot comes from the year
1996. The ship named Sibajak drove us in 1947 to Indonesia.
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The following drawings of "Joke Broekema" the buildings from the transit camp at "Brastagi"
before we were transported to "Aek Pamienke III", can be seen on the drawing on page 7.

Mainbilding P.S.V. Brastagi.
Drawing with collared pencil: at the top of
the main building (Nr.: 1) Set in landscaped
gardens and in the centre of the facility, the
Dutch flag, which was before the war. In
the background a smoking volcano
"Gunung Sibajak". In the lower part of the
drawing, the same building surrounded by
a neglected garden with the Japanese flag.
In the garden several women and children
behind barbed wire fence. On the lawn is
laundry. On the road in front of a column
fence Japanese soldiers, some locals and a
car fully loaded drawn from Karbau.

The Hopital.
Drawing with colored pencil: at the top of a
low building (No:. 3) in the native stem in
the landscaped garden, this was before the
war. In the lower part of the drawing, the
same building with neglected garden. In the
garden, some women, kids and much
laundry.
Picture left, a Japanese
soldier in full gear.
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Boarding school
Drawing with colored
pencil: at the top of a low
building (Nr.: 13) Set in
landscaped gardens. That
was before the war, right
along the building as a
series of girls with their
school bags. In the lower
part of the drawing, after
April 1942 the same
building in the midst of an
unkempt garden. In the
garden
some
nuns,
women, children and
babies in their cradles and
in a Box.

The jungle "Batanggadis"
in North Sumatra, this area
is a national park are
(2009)
and
be
implemented
quickly,
because this region is
threatened
by
illegal
logging.
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Closing statement „citaat van Willem Adriaan Luitwieler, Bestuursamtenaar in
Pangkalan Brandan“ op Sumatra.
In March 1942 the Japanese attacked also in Sumatra. When they approached Pangkalan
Brandan were I got from the occupier ordered to convene all Dutch in my jurisdiction,
because we would be interned. Shortly before the arrival of the Japanese in February already,
were all employee’s of the oil company for Australia left, after first the entire refinery and all
tanks were destroyed and burnt, all ordered by the government (the military authorities). It is a
wonder that the Japanese to me, I was obliged to keep my place of employment so as my wife
and two sons have not slain in revenge, as they advance with colleagues at oil sites in north
and east Borneo had done. I do have a time of some Japanese officers should undergo a trial,
including about the destruction of the oil refinery, but this has had no separate consequences.

Picture above from "Louis L'Amour," the place "Balikpapan" in East Borneo (Kalimantan)
where the oil fields and refineries were and the Japanese had killed the colleague of my father,
because the plants all the Dutch military and employees of the oil company before they were
left for Australia, have been Busted.
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Rantau Prapat Aek Pamienke III (Kamp) N-Sumatra
Ligging
De kampen van Aek Pamienke lagen in de buurt van Rantau Prapat, ongeveer 300 km ten zuiden van Medan
(Noord-Sumatra). De kampen lagen temidden van rubberbossen aan de spoorlijn van Medan naar Rantau Prapat,
tussen het station Aek Pamienke en het plaatsje Bandar Doerian. Er waren 3 kampen, elk ongeveer 6 km van
elkaar, genummerd I, II en III. De kampen bestonden uit barakken.
Kampcommandanten
sgt. Kawakami (onder bevel van Ito voor geheel N.Sumatra)
Kampbewaking
heiho’s
Kampleiding
Mw N. Prins-Röhrborn (Nora), Mw R. EikensVervloet (Ria)

Transporten (volgens Kampatlas)
datum
binnengekomen
uit

15.07.45 (1)

Brastagi

23.08.45

(Luitwieler)

vertrokken
naar

aantal
per
transport

aantal
in
kamp

type
personen

1347

1347

vr,ki

1347 (2)

vr,ki
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Subsequent Pencil Drawings depict life in Japanese prison camps in the jungle, as I have
experienced it. The drawings are from Mrs Joke Broekema in the camp "Aek Pamienke III
Noord Sumatra occupied Nederlands Indie (1942-1945)". These drawings were the start of
camp indent.

A pencil drawing of a part of the women's camp. In the foreground two seated women in front of barbed wire
fence. Inside the fence there are different pieces of luggage and baskets. A woman sitting on a tree trunk there.
On the right you see some women press Lorre with luggage. In the middle of the picture you can see a nun
standing. In the background are two huts among the trees, and the bottom left the signature "Joke Broekema".

Pencils drawing of Barack-inside with the women sit and stand on their roosts. At the bar and the roof hang
clothes and boards on ropes with other objects. At the highest beam of the roof swarmed with the big red ants.
Raised bottom right of the screen with one leg stands Joke Broekema itself.
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A pencil drawing with some women and nuns carry the bucket. In the background the outhouse with loose or
semi-fixed bulkhead in front of the cells. The Scots close only the lower side of the cell. In the middle of the
picture two young children and left to run down on the image a woman on a hotplate, which was forbidden. The
whole thing takes place under tall trees. On the far right in the picture runs the illustrator and her mother in
opposite direction .

Pencil drawing of the camp kitchen where three women are cooking on for the entire camp, this is hard work. It
must be refilled constantly wood. In the left foreground in the picture, a woman who stirs on the ground in a pot.
In the background a number of cooking Nissen with pots on the fire. A woman stirring in the pot and another
pours water into the pan. The rear wall of the kitchen is made of plaited bamboo floored beaten. Picture is signed
by Joke Broekema. In most camps was cooked in a central kitchen common in large pots. Make tasks such as
fire, boil water, clean vegetables, cooking and eating out was one of the cakes work. The portions were weighed
accurately. From 1944-1945 prevailed both in the camps and outside hunger.
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A pencil drawing illustration with different women, children and a nun at the well that will bring water, they
wash their clothes, themselves, their children or their baby. Behind the fountain, a barbed wire fence with banana
perennials behind. This picture signed by Mrs. Joke Broekema, entitled: "the fountain".

Pencil drawing, illustration with several women and children bear the bucket of water and some standing on the
fountain in front of the barracks "Hong 2", see diagram on page 12 number 9. A number of women have it a
toddler. The women in the foreground have thick legs and feet for Dietary and the boy has his leg in bandage.
Linens with clothes stretched between the trees. In all pictures you can see most of the women and children go
on bare feet. This picture signed by Mrs. Joke Broekema, entitled: "The fountain in front of Hong 2".

Instead Mrs Joke Broekema it could be my mother.
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My sleeping place.
Pencil
drawing
of
sleeping places. On one
of the beds the initials
"MB" (Mary Brückel).
On the beds rolled beds
and suitcases. On the
walls hang personal
belongings. Bottom left
of the screen sits a girl,
on her sleeping place.
Below the image is
translated: "1 m. 60 for
3 people, my place. In
the book: "Nederlandse
Vrouwen in Japans een
internal ring kamp in
beeld en woord" is a
drawing displayed. The
text to the image in the
book reads: "This was
my sleeping place, my
house, my dining area,
a playground for children and my private corner. The whole was 1.60 m wide and deep. I shared this space with
my two boys of 5 and 2 years. We live in our bed, the children said.

Roll call:
Pencil drawing of a group of women that have been raised by the Japanese police. In the picture well taken his
small stature and crooked legs. On the left, a large group of women and children, in front of the group of women,
an elderly woman: probably the Mother "Superior". Right from the center in the foreground, a Japanese militia.
In his left hand a short stick or roll paper. His right hand raised. On the right still comes running woman. On the
background of the picture, some buildings under the trees. In the book "Nederlandse Vrouwen in Japans een
internal ring kamp in beeld en woord" is a drawing displayed. The text to the image in the book is: "Our
Japanese commander", nicknamed "The Howler" looked at us one by one and found that we tobogganing still
looked good for a
piece of the jungle. He
found that there's
enough fat women and
children were with.
Our
Mother
"Superior" tried to
explain to him that
hunger oedema was
the cause of the
swollen body parts.
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A watercolor what a woman in the kitchen in a large
pot stirred, cooked for all Kamp occupants, which
was hardest work. The fire had to be always refilled
with wood. The rear wall of the kitchen is made of
plaited bamboo floored beaten. Image is from Joke
Broekema. In most camps was cooked in a central
kitchen common in large pots. Make tasks such as
fire, boil water, clean vegetables, cooking and eating
out was one of the cakes work. The portions were
weighed accurately. There in the pot moldy roots
(Ubi Kayu) were cooked and sometimes rice

.

Japanese concentration camp "Si Rengo Rengo" for men (drawing above) in Sumatra. Here my father was
locked up until the liberation in 1945th The camp was encircled by the Bila River and on the other side of a
muddy terrain, hills in temporarily. On this terrain was a number ten barracks, surrounded by barbed wire and
guarded main gate and guarded access to the river. In the month of July 1945 seven dead were buried per day.
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Afkortingen/Noten
ki=kinderen, vr=vrouwen
(1) tot en met 18.07.45
(2) totaal 7 sterfgevallen
Literatuur:
Brummelaar, Eve ten - You can't eat grass, 1996
Burghardt-de Boer, H.L. - Als een dauwdrop is het leven, 1983
Dulm, J. van e.a. – Kampatlas, Deel I, pg 50
Ende, A. van der - Wij logeerden bij de Jappen, Eigen beheer 1969, pg 72-73
Eijk-van Velzen, Truus van - Vrouwen op Sumatra achter Japans prikkeldraad, 1983
Fenton Huie, Shirley - Vergeten (interviews), 1995, pg 132-134
Jacobs, An - Ontwortelden, 1947, pg 139-183
Kousbroek, Rudy - Terug naar Negri Pan Erkoms, 1995, pg 163-173
Noord Sumatra in Oorlogstijd, AP III 1945, Stichting Noord Sumatra Documentatie 1992
Postma-de Wilde, Mw C. – Dagboek, NIOD IC-dagboek 231
Toeter-Teunisse, Mw J. – Dagboek, NIOD IC-dagboek 79
Velde, J.J. van de - Brieven uit Sumatra 1928-1949, 1982, pg 113-117 (opbouwfase)
Visser, A. - Een merkwaardige loopbaan, 1982, 167-177 (bouwfase)
Vreede, Mischa de - Waar ik mee leef, 1995, pg 89
Vreede, Mischa de - Een hachelijk bestaan, 1980
Voorbereidende werkzaamheden
Het terrein werd geëgaliseerd door 100 mannen uit Belawan Estate en 100 mannen uit Soengei Sengkol
(aankomst 05.10.44, vertrek 100 mannen op 02.04.45 en 100 mannen op 21.05.45 naar Si Rengorengo).
Naamlijsten:
Stichting Noord Sumatra Documentatie - Reconstructie Hong 1 (79 familienamen, 244 personen)
Plattegronden
Beekhuis, H. e.a. – Japanse burgerkampen in Nederlands-Indië, deel 3.1, pg 73
Dulm, J. van e.a. – Kampatlas, Deel I, pg 49
Bersiap
31.08.45 voedsel-dropping
03.09.45 Majoor Jacobs bezocht kamp
01.11.45 evacuatie van alle 3 kampcomplexen
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Picture above, the opening ceremony of the new swimming pool at Pangkalan Brandan in
March 1940. As you can see is to see no natives because the Europeans were among
themselves, only the operation consisted of natives. I cannot understand that the Europeans
got a guilty conscience so to rule over the Indonesians. The last pictures of me had been taken
until 1939 by my father.

Picture above, Dusk seaside at Belawan, the port city of Medan.
Soon after the assembly camp "Brastagi" that women, girls and boys were up to 10 years separated from the men
and boys over 10 years and by train to a concentration camp with name "Aek Pamienke III" 300km away from
"Medan" in southeastern Sumatra 60 km transported away from the men's camp "Si Rengorengo" what my
mother, my brother Ad and I did not know until after the liberation, we were aware of it .
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The trip without my father and all
the other men and boys over 10
years took place in an uncertain
future, by the wonderful mountain
scenery by train (Kereta Api) of
Brastagi after Rantau Prapat in the
camp "Aek Pamienke III" to me is
still in memory remained. It was a
train with steam engine, because
constantly while driving, the cars
had not closed the window came,
smoke from the locomotive in my
face

.
As a 7 year old child had not the faintest idea of the delicate state in which one was, I looked
out the window in the temporary landscape that had not yet been tainted by the clear-cutting
of trees, see the 2 pictures the near Brastagi are added. We had only the bare minimum in the
luggage with us, my mother had the silverware in the luggage hidden here and all the time
until we after the war to the Netherlands came along. This silverware has after the death of
my mother, my sister Truus recognized.
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In this concentration camp middle of the jungle no escape was possible. A stream was left
inside the barbed wire, where wooden houses have been built over a portion of the stream as
latrines and bathing cubicles. Ad and I were when we squatted in so a little house down and
saw through to the adjoining house, the women squatted also there, seen their haemorrhoids.
Just before the brook left the camp, taking a slurry had formed where many aquatic plants
grew and it smelled disgusting. In this swamp were always a few deranged women splashing
on. On clean places of the marsh plants were the leaves of which could be used as a vegetable,
which was a risk because of the gastro-intestinal diseases occurring. The accommodations
consisted of long wooden barracks with woven bamboo walls, built on the both sides in the
length of the shelves and were less than two feet deep. The roof was made of palm leaves.
Every woman and every child had less than one meter square to sleep or stop itself. My
brother and I could without falling off during sleep, (designed as a cushion roll, placed in the
tropics during sleep between your legs to prevent sweating) on a Guling lying, sleeping. We
had to us at night to protect no mosquitoes net "Klambu" against them. In these barracks one
also had to stop when it was rained times or sick. Only for seriously ill people had built a
special barrack. Every year has been, despite the bad conditions, Christmas celebrated by
decorating a small deciduous tree with cotton, because candles were not to have, and priests
were missing in the women's camp. The floor of the barracks was of solid clay. The relative
humidity consistently between 80 and 95%, and in this respect there was also at temperatures
above 30 ° C much vermin like cockroaches, fleas, gnats, lizards, ants, mice, etc., and then
when it rained long crawled thousands earthworms the walls highly, As a hotplate they had
made only a canopy of palm leaves, was here of women who had volunteered to cook for the
whole camp. It was strictly forbidden to cook outside the official hotplate. My mother had
volunteered in the camp kitchen and could thus for me and my brother branch specially rice,
because the food was very poor in vitamins, protein and protein. One got very little rice and
nearly no meat, more frequently root-like foods were allocated were mouldy (Ubi Kaju).
Sometimes the Japanese have to bully around us hung a Python or tiger's head at the gate,
which is then cooked a soup. My brother and I have, snails and mushrooms collected in the
most remote corners of the camp, where decaying overgrown tree trunks lay my mother had
cooked for us and then at a prohibited place. The Japanese caught at such an occasion my
mother and kicked her and hit where we, although we fought us, could not do much. Many
women still had money or valuables that could exchange them at the gate for food by local
people, but they were used up very quickly. The snails and fungi could not grow so fast that
she was found daily. We also have Spanish pepper and other crops grown in these remote
places, which was not a problem with the humidity and temperature in the tropics to get at
least some vitamins. The worst diseases were malaria, diphtheria, cholera, typhus, beriberi
and other diseases caused by lack of food. It was an obvious intention to leave the Japanese to
starve us, because gradually with the years, we suffered through hardships and hunger, lost a
lot of women and children gain weight and died. Each day one to three people died in late
1944, and the following year to August 1945 as we were finally freed after the Americans had
thrown the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the Japanese the gates of the camp
to made, so bad it was for the Japanese people. My mother had already malaria and suffered
from hunger oedema and was therefore in very poor health. Summary: if no atom bombs are
thrown on Japan, then we are croak after another, because the Japanese had to have the
intention to starve us.
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On 6 August 1945, a nuclear bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima. After the city of Nagasaki three days later was
also hit by an atomic bomb, Japan surrendered quickly.
The moment we were very emaciated and my mother
suffered from hunger edema and was in a very bad health.
On the picture you can see the mushroom of the atomic
bomb.

Photo: US. Navy / Joe Kosstascher.
„Citaat van Roland Scholte, hij was binnen een straal van 1600 meter van de atoombomexplosie:
Omdat de schuilkelder vernietigd was, verzocht onze Hollandse reserveluitenant de Japanse
kampleiding of we in de heuvels een nieuwe schuilkelder mochten bouwen. Dit werd toegestaan,
want vrijwel iedere dag ging het luchtalarm af. De Japanse genie boorde gaten in de heuvels en wij
moesten een schuilkelder graven in de vorm van een hoefijzer. Op 9 augustus 1945 hoorde ik een
vliegtuig aankomen. Een Japanse bewaker zei dat hij maar één vliegtuig zag aankomen. Ik stond
aan de ingang van de schuilkelder met mijn rug naar de stad en hoorde iemand schreeuwen: “Een
parachute, een parachute!” Om 11.02 uur ontplofte de atoombom. Ik zag één gigantische lichtflits.
Mijn oren zaten dicht van de overweldigende knal en door de luchtdruk van de bom werd ik zeven
meter de tunnel in geslingerd. Minutenlang was het doodstil en aardedonker. Achter in de
schuilkelder zag ik geen hand voor ogen. Op weg naar buiten ontmoette ik één medegevangene
die riep: “Mijn gezicht, mijn gezicht!” Over zijn gehele gezicht had hij enorme blaren, waar het vocht
uitliep. Vreemd genoeg had ik geen schrammetje. De schuilkelder was mijn redding geweest”.

.
Photo of a hill above the town, you can see how everything is swept away by the explosion.
On the light blue summer sky and the landscape changed in a gray area.
Steel structures of factories were printed flat, everything was squandered.

Pfoto: IFE, Bernard Hoffman.
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The graveyard in Aek
Pamienke III.
A colored pencil drawing of
graves with crosses between
rubber trees where you are to
see the Zapprillen. In the
background mountains. In the
left foreground is a grave with
flowers and at the ornate
cross, the name: "Henkje
Kerkkamp" he was still a
child. The cemetery has been
reburied later to Java.
Drawing by Joke Broekema.

liberation
promulgation.
A pencil drawing of a large
women's collection and two
women from the camp on a
hill. One of the women reading
from a sheet of paper and
wearing a band on his arm as a
camp leader and called Nora
Prins. In the background the
barracks under the trees. Right
on the drawing is an older
woman with coat with free
Hanging belt. That's the
mother of Joke Broekema the
illustrator. We are also in the
collection.
Hoisting of flag

A colored pencil drawing
of the Japanese barracks
and to see are a group
standing at attention in
front of scouts of the
Dutch flag. Because
behind the barbed wire
fence, guard houses and
shacks on stilts of the
Japanese soldiers and a
range of Lorre-Bahn. The
whole thing takes place
among the trees. In the
drawing, the Japanese
barracks is displayed
shortly after the liberation. In these barracks, right after the liberation announcement, my
brother Ad and I saw that a Japanese officer a soldier has been cut around the ears before the
troops left and right. The group of women who are in the picture before the Dutch flag in the
attitude among the Lotus Group Scouts. The fifth girl left in the picture is Joke Broekema the
illustrator.
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The Luitwieler family at the 1946, on the picture above, shortly after they had arrived from
the captivity of Indonesia into the Netherlands. They all look sadly out of sight, because they
were not yet in force.

The time before their imprisonment, they have looked better, see pictures above from the year
1938. My father in uniform in a garden at the place Prapat at Lake Toba. My parents were
happy that I was healthy after my sister died shortly after her birth in 1936 in Borneo.
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From the National Archives of the Netherlands: (Uit het Nationaal Archief
The Japanese surrender was announced in the three Aek Pamienke barracks on 24 August
1945th In the days that followed were able to visit their wives and children in the three camps
AEK Pamienke 100-120 men each day from the men's camp Si Rengorengo. An Allied
reconnaissance team under the leadership of Lieutenant C. Sisselaar visited the camp, on
Queen's Day (August 31) and noted a decrease in supplies of food, medicines, clothing, soap
and reading materials. On September 4, judged an Allied commando team from the city of
Medan, led by Major CF Jacobs, the situation in the camps. In October 1945, all ex-internees
were transported to Medan; the transports were sometimes held up by unrest or because
Indonesian trains had priority. Japanese guards made sure that the trains could continue on its
path.
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Shortly after the gate of the camp had been opened for us, after the surrender of the Japanese,
could my brother and I share a ride, with a Japanese water tank truck to the nearby second
woman camp and back. We were able to dabble in nearby Japanese barracks, we were only 8
and 6 1/2 years old and were not considered a danger, here, I got to like the drill in the
Japanese army took place and as a Japanese officer a soldier ahead of the whole crew left and
right around the ears struck, because he had done anything.

Passenger list of the vessel MS. Noordam in 1946th.

The ship MS. Noordam, which brought us in 1946 to Amsterdam.
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We could also take a lorry through the jungle, over ravines on the other hand, a few
kilometers distant camps, had however, because the ride downhill went to walk back because
the Lore without tractor was. We have always brought back from our trips to cook some food
for my mother. In the camp was no school and in this respect we could not read and write well
and also Dutch and Indonesian messed up and always in search of food, which took a long
time to complete. After several days of liberation, we still stayed in the camp and were on our
own, we were reunited with my father, who was in a miserable condition and close to death. It
took some time before we were then transported by train to Medan. In Medan we were
initially housed in a house before the trip to the Netherlands could be taken up.
One day I was standing in the garden and could see in
about 100 meters distance the forest edge, where things
moved and looked intently when suddenly a tiger looking
at me, he was surprised. We looked at each other and then
he disappeared behind the bushes (left picture). My
mother, as we had no reasonable pants longer, sewn from
green parachute silk for us a pair of pants. Parachutes were
then no longer be used.
In Medan many Sikhs were looked in the English army
with their beards and turbans fearsome and not to be
trusted were. Immediately we were embarked in the port
city Belawan at Medan on January 20, 1946 for travel
from Sumatra to the Netherlands and arrived in
Amsterdam on February 20, 1946 on, this ship was called
"Noordam" and was rebuilt as American troop transport
ship. The journey took more than four weeks.
Since it was a troop transport ship had been created for the soldiers large dormitories where
hammocks hung at a height where we so easily could not come into it as kids, but we had to
climb it used to and had to go no problem in the hammock. These spaces were sealed with
heavy steel doors and as we were then asked one day over the public address system for lunch,
the doors had been accidentally shut by someone and could not seem to eat. We drove to Aden
in Yemen to bunkers, then into the Red Sea and had to sleep on deck because of the prevailing
heat since then through the Suez Canal, the Mediterranean Sea past Gibraltar and fell in the
Bay of Biscay in a storm, to Amsterdam. Because we were not yet 10 years old, we always had
in the bathroom women showering and got me with how emaciated the women and children
were, only skin and bones. We ran on February 20, 1946 in the port of Amsterdam and I
entered for the first time on European soil, it was cold in Holland. Thanks to an intensive health
control and medical treatment in a hospital, I had come back to power. When I as at the hospital
where I very unhappy and leave feeling "9 year old I was only", meanwhile it was springtime,
looked into the garden from my bed, I saw in the grass the daisies blooming thing I was looking
forward, where I in Indonesia the many beautiful green flowering trees and plants was not
dwelt.
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The terraced house
(picture on the left,
Zestienhovensche
kade
284
to
Overschie)
from
behind in winter
1951/1952 on the
frozen Schie where
my
grandparents
lived. The group
shows me and from
left, my aunt Dit,
my
mother's
youngest sister with
her husband, my
uncle Jaap took the
picture
of
the
woman, the woman of my uncle Weinand and he stands to her right.
Warmly welcomed we were greeted by my maternal grandparents to "Overschie" in Rotterdam.
This house was a terraced house from clinker stones and at the back was a channel named
"Schie" in which one could catch eels and perch. The townhouse on the frozen Schie where my
grandparents lived from behind during the winter 1951/1952.
Before the terraced house on the other side of the road the polder landscape with many
(Sloten) water ditch was where in summer the cows grazed. The city of Rotterdam was just
rebuilt after it was bombed by the Germans early in the war by mistake. I often came to
Rotterdam where you could observe the structure of the city and saw in deep excavations stakes
by steam operated ram block were beaten up on the sandy ground in which were necessary as a
foundation in the shallow soil for the building. In the summer of 1946 my parents had a farm in
Enschede for some months rooms rented so that the family could recover. The farm was, of
course, not connected to a water line, and thus there was in the room only a wash dishes.
During this time, my brother and I had in the nearby village to school. The school was a real
torture because we were not accepted by the locals, but here we have to read and write for the
first time learned. Before the winter started, we were again housed with my grandparents. My
other grandmother, my other grandfather was no longer alive, my father's mother lived in Den
Haag, where we occasionally came to visit. From there we drove also times by tram to the
seaside resort of Scheveningen, where on the beach many bunkers were built by the Germans,
who over the years have gradually all been blown away. In time, the streets were paved with
clinker stones and drove still many horse carts with heavy draft horses biased to the house over.
On each day the milkman came pulled off his horse and the baker with his tricycle carts at the
door, so you could milk, eggs, cheese, bread, etc. to buy because there was no self-service
stores. My grandpa had us always go before sleep goodnight desired, one evening he told us he
could conjure up his dentures away what he vorführte and we were amazed in our ignorance.
Als mein Vater in Januar 1947 vom Flughafen Schiphol bei Amsterdam, siehe Bild auf
nächster Seite, ins Plane after Djakarta rose, we stood outside on the airfield in the freezing
cold (below -10 ° C) in order to say goodbye to him and got ice-cold feet from long standing,
and we also had shorts on. My father had borrowed from me the Swiss wrist watch, which at
that time was employed by Shell on Curacao a gift from my uncle Jaap, until we arrived for the
transitional period also in Indonesia were.
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The image above: Zestienhovensche kade 284 th Overschie shows that detached from the
front in 2009.

So the bread was sold in the years 1946/1947 at the door.
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This watch is advised irreparably damaged after 26
years (1973) on the plant site in the Sahara. The Winter
1946/1947 has been the most rigorous winter I've ever
experienced, because almost two meters was high on
the fields and meadows of the snow and you could
spend hours playing in the snow and dig burrows, also
on the beach at the north sea piled the ice floes.

„Constellation“ hereby one was at
that time flown to Indonesia.

In early May 1947, we are 20th, my mother, my brother and I, by ship traveled after my
father. The ship was now but as a passenger ship restored with 12,342 grt content MS Sibajak.
The trip went through the Strait of Gibraltar to Port Said, here was bunkered and jugglers
came aboard to earn some money to, they could Suez to remain on board. Then through the
Red Sea to Colombo Sri Lanka, formerly Ceylon, was also where bunkered again. From
Colombo it continued through the Strait of Malacca to Jakarta (Batavia). From Jakarta we
went with a smaller ship of KPM (Royal Pakketvaart Maatschappij) to Luwuk east of Toili on
Sulawesi (Celebes), here the ship was at anchor at anchor and we were brought ashore with a
launch from the ship, where my Father was waiting for us. We lived in a house where living
and dining was accommodated in one room and the bedroom located laterally. In livingdining room you could see the roof and the pans, this was so common in the tropics, due to
cooling. The dining table was, because of the many ants, filled with his feet on the ground in
small bowl with water. A wildcat shorttailed had established itself in our house and
sometimes climbed over the bars of the roof around. Our house was right on the beach with
views to the open sea and the island Peleng. Near the house stood a huge tree with roots
boards where we had built a hut between the branches. The locals had this tree spirits in itself
and indeed the tree had at night given by the cooling of the air noises. Nearby were some latex
trees that had a juice (milk), we fielded in a beaker and then teased on a plate, in the sun
briefly dried to below in a rolling motion to produce a rubber ball, which we then play well
could.
Picture left "in 1996", the beach front of
the house and in the background, "a
promontory", the mangroves in the bay. In
this area, some crocodiles, which reached
a length of seven meters living.
The local men were mostly engaged in
collecting coconuts, so they can be split to
cut the meat out and interpret these pieces
of meat to dry. Few men drove with their
outrigger boat for fishing out to sea.
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Satellite image of Luwuk in 2009, at the bottom right you can see the peninsula now built
with houses, was still covered in 1947 with mangroves.

Picture above, an idyllic river area with a deeper place where you can swim wonderfully.
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Geographic map of the island nation of Indonesia.
Bottom right, the jungle as I saw him in my younger years and hopefully for the future, on the
whole remain with us, for more than eighty percent of the Indonesian population is not
interested in whether the jungle remains, this concerns mainly the city dwellers, it has
enormous existence difficulties, caused by a corrupt policy of the government, which has
become much more democratic since 2008.
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The 3 beautiful images above were taken on the coast of Luwuk (Sulawesi) while snorkeling in
1996 with a Kodak camera.
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The underwater photos on the card were taken in the year 1996th Nature has suffered over the
years among men. By deforestation and recently also in the sea with the diver tourism Sewage
treatment plants are not built, all wastes are simply discharged into the sea. There are always
with divers who have their fingers touch the coral and take some as a souvenir to take home.
The tourists should actually pay a nature tax to adjust Ranger for monitoring and preparation of
nature and to build sewage treatment plants.

Map of the island of Sulawesi, specifying the places where I was.
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A local fisherman have, as I experiencing with his outrigger boat in clear water in 1947 and in
1996, thank God still was.
Flowers and fruits
will
be
still
everywhere
in
gardens and in the
jungle and the supply
of
fruit
and
vegetables
is
overwhelming.
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My mother had a vegetable garden (see picture
above, right above the fence) is applied which was
fenced to keep uninvited guests away. Also in the
picture, from left to right, my brother Ad, Felix and
me. Ad and I are, like the locals, tanned by the sun.
On the right picture you can see me on our horse
outside the house and in the background the sea
(Photos: Willem A. Luitwieler). When I rode out one
day, a saddle I had not, we met on the road to a Meri,
the stallion of mine was immediately gallops on her and rose from behind her, and I was
thrown with a high arc of his back, God Thank I landed on both feet on the floor and
remained unharmed. This horse before it was sold to us, running about wild and had to be
tamed first, which was not so easy. I even had a tap with a sharp spur on the feet, which he
could defend himself against others. He ran like hens and roosters all about freely and when I
was near he came up to me and was touching me.
The image below, shows the small "place Luwuk" in 1996 as it has grown. The small bay in
the foreground in the picture is no longer on the peninsula side, bottom right of the image,
overgrown with mangroves, where formerly were staying crocodiles. Ships had far out from
the coast to anchor because of the depth of cargo ships too large to pass through the entrance
to the bay. The transport of goods on shore or to the boat was of "sampans" (smaller
Malaysian wooden boats) or "barges", established by the ship taken,. At the present time
(1996) there is an
asphalt
road
to
"Gorontalo" and a
small airfield. In the
(19) 40s, when there
was no airfield, landed
here in the bay
occasional water plane to deliver the
mail and pick.
Das
Wasserflugzeug
„Catalina“, welches die
Post im Jahre 1947
nach Luwuk brachte
und direkt in der
kleinen Bucht landen
konnte.
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The seaplane "Catalina", which brought the mail in 1947 to Luwuk and land right in the small
bay could.

Motorboat with name Djombang we have been picked up in the spring of 1947 from Luwuk
and drove on the northernmost peninsula of Sulawesi Menado..
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A school there was in Luwuk not, therefore we have been taught by my mother and a
missionary, because there was a small Christian community and church. We, my brother and I,
tried to push us against the teaching to swim and dive to walk or play with local children. Here
in the sea I taught myself only really swim and dive. In the sea there were many corals and fish
in all possible colors and Seahorses swam proud about, the reason between the Corals consisted
of white sand and seagrass. Here and there were also Seeigel that are better left for the sharp
spikes in peace. There are also colorful mandarin fish, which can be during the day seldom
look. But as soon as it is dark, flitting just a few centimeters large animals in search of food
through the reef. Come them an enemy too close, they seek shelter among the spines of sea
urchins. Close to the beach were the palm trees, where some were washed away by a storm and
reached the sea. After the time that Mark was flushed out of the palm tree trunk, are giant crabs
were nesting in these cavities. About twelve o clock were the waves in the sea, created by the
wind, getting higher and were formed foam crests on the waves. The core of the village was in
a small bay on the east side where small boats could enter, also came from time to time a
seaplane, which went into the bay at anchor and the post brought. On the west side of the bay
(1947) was mud and stood mangroves, here lived crocodiles that swam at night from the bay
into the sea along the coast and then to grab a goat. That was too much for the locals and so
they decided to kill the culprit, after they had pulled him ashore was a specimen of seven
meters can be measured. A few hundred meters to the east was a swimming pool, built before
the war, neglected, overgrown and fed by a creek with fresh water from the mountains. From
the swimming pool the clear water flowed through a ditch, which was overgrown, into the sea.
We settled, here also the local kids to swim from the swimming pool through the ditch in the
magnificent cool water with the flow into the sea involved. We ran barefoot in shorts and were
deeply tanned from the sun, only at our bright hair color could make you that we were
European children. We need only the trousers undress to swim as the locals children it also
made, during which we were stared at by the locals Girl. Another game was that we specifically
built a dragon, made of light bamboo sticks, crosses tied to a cross and covered with transparent
colored paper, glued the edges with boiled rice and covered with a canvas, which mash mixed
with finely grated glass splinters with rice meal. These dragons were after the upgrade, fights
organized by crosses the linen was rubbing against each other, until a line broke and his or my
kite sailed away and will keep as booty allowed. There was many a time, because there were
lots of deer in the area and the living conditions were characterized by a range of large grassy
areas with tall grass (alang alang), hunted on them. The deer were as large as small Indonesian
horses and had a reddish brown color. Was hunted always at dusk, when they were on Browse.
In order to be able to come closer to the deer, the hunters had fastened two lamps to a helmet as
if they were also deer with bright eyes and ran against the wind direction on the animals. One
of the hunters had got a little out of the way and, unfortunately, the glow of its lights was
diminished, the middle one of the group shot him between the eyes because he thought he was
a deer. This misfortune had heavy consequences for the shooter, because he had to take care of
the remaining family of the killed hunter. On one day a deer was chased into the sea by a dog
and swam simply of it toward the island Peleng. A telephone network, there were local, were
instead the messages with the central office sparked in Morse code to Makassar (Ujung
Pandang) and other places.
The radio was powered by a small diesel engine with power. As lighting in homes petroleum
gas lamps and simple kerosene lamps were used.
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Bild links, eine Bananenstaude mit Blüte, wo
später die Bananen nach wachsen.

Oben ein reichhaltiges Angebot an Obst

Over time, we also had a lot of animals, such as chickens, a dog, a horse with my brother
together, a goat and cat in the large garden. My mother had created a vegetable garden was
fenced to keep uninvited guests away. As it was usual at the time my parents had employed in
the household, which usually already there were when we arrived and were taken over by the
successor of my father a cook, a gardener, a laundress, chauffeur and a butler. My brother and I
were allowed sometimes alternating with my father on a business trip where it then by jeep
from the Second World War over a gravel road full of potholes along the coast sometimes by
moorlands, broad estuaries and along steep cliffs high above the sea and then transversely
through the mountains to a waterfall over to the other side of the peninsula led to the goal.
Bridges did not exist so was simply moved to a shallow place by the river. A stretch of 10
kilometers took about an hour or more, so we need several days to reach their destination and
had to stay overnight in different villages. At the points where the flow of the river was lower
and deeper places had formed one could find water snakes, which reached a length of up to two
meters and about ten centimeters in diameter. The meat of these queues tasted very good. On
such a trip that took several days to complete, government work was carried out together with
the Radja of Peling who represented the political interests of the people and after the
independence of the State of Indonesia had to take over the work of my father. In the villages
we were always hospitably received by the respective district leader. In the evening after the
work was at a banquet consisting of seafood, making music and dancing, where I was then
asked by a local girl to dance. The dances were performed hand in hand in circles in special
figures. One day my brother and I found an old tubby buoy, we naturally brought directly into
the sea to play in a corner of our garden in order. The buoy we can then lie on the beach and
was swept out to sea by the tide, this offset later the navigation in panic. Because only after
months, we know that this buoy was misjudged as a sea mine. Periodically two weeks a cargo
ship of the KPM came at anchor moored to load copra, the captain was always of the evening
invited to our house and after supper Monopoly was played where Ad and I were allowed to
play. Once my brother and I were allowed to go with such a ship from the captain, because it
then came after a week back and then it was able to pull us back. This ship (MS Bontekoe)
drove to the northern peninsula to Gorontalo, where we dropped the anchor. "MS Bontekoe"
from the "KPM" in the Bay of Gorontalo in 1947, with us boys on board, and drove in daylight
in the Bay of Gorantalo.
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One of the most beautiful natural harbors, as far as I can remember. High mountains to the sea,
where some houses and barns clung to. And cool, gorgeous, after a hot boat trip on the sea.

Upper left: The roadstead Gorontalo, the place is in a deep (1906) indented bay. Top right:
Waterfall in the mountains in the interior at Luwuk.
Because here also Kopra was loaded we had time to going ashore, where we visited the sons of
the current civil servants, who were also Dutch. These boys had asthma and were not allowed
to swim in the sea for too long.
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We then without the captain to ask permission the two boys taken on board and immediately
got trouble, what we could think without asking beforehand if it was allowed to bring them on
board. On this trip we get a lot of seashell.

Bay of Gorontalo 1946

In Luwuk also a fenced area with some bamboo house was where you looked after mentally ill
people who were able to move freely on the site and how to do it so they have mutually pelted
with feces. The main product where one in the whole area its money with earned was here the
dried coconut meat of the coconut (copra) and with the time you had whole forests cut down to
plant coconut trees and thereby destroyed nature, because it the Dutch had the locals not
pointed or prepared. After a huge farewell party with lots of music: manufactured ,, musical
instruments made of bamboo in various sizes ", speeches and specially decorated for this
festival with bamboo and palm leaves road trains, in the spring of 1948, we were picked up by
a larger motorboat with name Djombang and Menado on the most northern peninsula of
Sulawesi hazards, from here we went to Tomohon in the mountains at 800 meters and have
seen for the first time aware of a luxury sedan. In this place were schools and so it was keep
away from the school past. In this school many Europeans and Indo-Europeans were taught.
We were taught in the Indonesian language. As this area was unusually volcanic area I was
confronted for the first time in my life with earthquakes that were very strong (6 to 7 on the
display scale). Our house was built accordingly earthquake-proof, it stood on stilts. Under the
house was rammed clay floor, where we were playing after school, where we have built roads
and tunnels, and were able to drive our cars manufactured from wood and the rain could not
harm us. Directly in the vicinity of the house of the forest was where the Japanese had driven
deep caves in the mountains to hide their weapons of war and sick people to supply such
injured while in the area have bombed and shot the Americans. These caves were over time
overgrown at the inputs with plants and shrubs and become too dangerous because of the risk
of collapse, also here talking snakes. If we were running through the jungle we got yelled from
monkeys and could be off and on green-white snakes, not longer than a meter, falling from the
trees, but they were not poisonous. In the jungle there were also fruits such as mangoes, small
lemons, papayas, pineapple, wild bananas etc. and beautiful flowers and plants such as orchids,
ferns, different birds, snakes, lizard, salamanders, monkeys etc .
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Picture above, the beach in front of our house, which stood outside the resort. Top right,
carved wooden statues from Indonesia, from 1947. Picture below, mussels who my brother
and I get by native in Gorontalo.
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Directly in the vicinity of the house was the forest where the Japanese had driven deep caves in the mountains to
hide their weapons of war and sick people to supply such injured while in the area have bombed and shot the
Americans. Photo from the year 1996th

On this peninsular three volcanoes were (in Indonesian: "Gunung Api") with name Gunung Mahawu, Gunung
Kalabat 2018m and Gunung Soputan. The picture shows the volcano "Kalabat" photo from the year 1996th
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We ran as always barefoot through the jungle, so dominated by bamboo forests, where we were
on bamboo shoots which were very hard and sharp without hurting us, just as we did not have
to come to the Bamboo careful because at the bamboo trunk were dry brittle hairpins which
invaded the skin. It is known, the Japanese have had in World War II their captured spies in
such a forest lie handcuffed on the floor above ground, so that the sprouts which quickly grew
into the body penetrated thereby could cause a confession from the prisoner. On this peninsula
three volcanoes were (in Indonesian: "Gunung Api") with name Gunung Mahawu, Gunung
Kalabat 2018m and Gunung Soputan. One Sunday we went with a small company in a truck to
a village and then walk under the guidance of a leader on the slopes of Mount Mahawu up in
the crater, where it violently stank of sulfur and hot water with mud high spiet and seethed. On
the other side we went downhill again. A second time we took two jeeps a smaller mountain
with name Gunung Soputan up into the crater where it also smelled like sulfur, but here
carnivorous plants the insects grew ate. In the valleys and halfway on the slopes of the
mountains were seen (sawahs) Rice Fields Terraced were created, see image below of 1996,
and were constantly watered. In these watered terraces where the rice grew redfish were grown
which are a delicacy.

Applied to hillsides rice fields, terraced so that rainwater flows down controlling the fields (image 1996).

There were also areas where hot water gushed out of the rocks, so-called hot water springs
where you could wonderfully relaxing swim just not where it got too hot, here in the hot range I
times must a girl get out because she suddenly the flow has been detected, thankfully in time
before the water was so hot that it could burn.
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Picture above the "Tondano" lake at "Tomohon", located at about 800 meters above sea level.
In
"Tomohon"
a
hydroelectric
power
plant was just at the time
when we lived there been
completed
gebauwd,
which we were allowed
to visit.
You could from the
beginning through the
pipes where the water
from the top of the dam
reservoir down where the
turbines
were
run,
because
the
dam
reservoir had not yet
been formed. Because
during the work on the
dam, many Indonesian
forced laborers lost their
lives made the local
residents
of
"Dam"
(dam)
a
"Dendam"
(Revenge).
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Volcanic crater with sulfur and water vapor, and the top left carnivorous plants in the crater (1996).

Directly at the house was a spacious garage where a teacher of our school lived, which was
observed by my brother and me secretly bathing in the shared bathroom through a small
window at the back. We got caught one day while watching the cook who will not betray us if
we would refrain from the next. The bathroom was not grown in the house behind the house
but connected in series with the kitchen and staff accommodation at an outer corridor. In the
bathroom there was only one trough from cemented stones, where cold rain water was taken
from their own water supply and the water is secured with a large tin can with wooden handle
cross in tin at the top, could overwhelm from the trough itself. In this trough the cook had
normally swim thick eels and fish for keeping fresh. In the spring of 1949 my father was
promoted and (formerly Makassar) was added to Ujung Pandang, the capital of the Sub-State
East Indonesia. In this town we lived in the outskirt where the road was a dead end and end up
in an Indonesian village (Kampung) resulted. On the other side of the village was army
barracks of the old Dutch army, consisting of Ambonnesian (Moluccans) with their families
and heavy weapons. The families of the soldiers and officers Ambonnesian attracted always
behind the front into the war. Initially, before the end of 1949, we were able to get there on a
regular basis in the school and everywhere as Europeans. In our street lived mainly Dutch
families, where we deal with and we had children playing in the street and wandered about
everywhere in the area. We pulled as soon as we came home from school, the shoes and the
shirt out, because it was too warm and uncomfortable to run with it. On the other side of the
road, our house opposite, lived Silvia Vogelsang also played with us on the road. She was our
age and had only a dress, ran barefoot as we do. One day we have it encourages them to climb
into a tree to look under her dress to where she was naked. We regularly visited the adjacent
village to play with the local children, or moved to the city from fun by the Chinese shopping
street, where Chinese children berated us with "Blanda busuk Bukan tjebok" (Dirty Dutch)
and pelted with stones. We were always armed with slingshots and could us, which hold the
neck.
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So the Kampung looked at the end of our street. The locals are very friendly people and have
shown towards us no hatred. These people I've experienced on my trip on the "MS Noordam"
in 2011 again.
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Fort Rotterdam to Makassar / now Fort Ujung Pandang, the gate on the land side in 1926.
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Nevertheless, my father was with family, except for my two younger siblings were still too
small, invited by a Chinese businessman, whom he had helped in a customs procedure for
banquets. It was dished out in the floor above the shop at a long table with benches on both
sides, a multi-course feast. The city was on the seafront, where just outside, a fort from the
years between 1600 - 1700 the East India Company was. This fort was still fairly well
preserved not inhabited. We could not even swim in the sea because the beach and the water
was not clean enough. Many Dutch families packed the beginning of 1950 to leave their
suitcases to finally Indonesia. In our road was more and more often at night slumped so well
with us as it was raining heavily and still was warm and as always had the window open. My
brother and I slept in a bunk bed, the upper part and I could because I was curious observe
like a man standing with his son at the window. He let his son enter, which made then to
create in our cupboard, where only books stood. At the moment when I wanted to make the
window to catch the boy he's been even faster and jumped out the window, out into the
darkness. One morning in May of 1950, we had taken a week ago at the harbor wharf from
my father farewell, however, the ship drove off a rope at the bow had not yet been taken off
and was in half torn from the ship, many shots from automatic weapons fired from infiltrated
gangs who had come from Java through the back country to the city to occupy it. Many
innocent people were killed in the street, which was allowed to just lie in the heat of the day,
so it immediately smelled of rotting corpses that we saw are on the way to school. These
bands wanted to distribute the Ambonnesians, but were attacked by and referenced in the
barriers. For us children, the school was closed for the time being and could hardly more on
the road, from now was restricted freedom again for us. The stationed in the town of
Indonesian army sympathized with these gangs and was thus unable to calm. If the
Ambonnesians had fallen too much in distress, they started with their tanks and armored
vehicles reprisal attacks. Before they started the attack they had in the early morning hours
sneaking up to the barricaded with sandbags positions of the bands and the individual guards
noiseless with the dagger killed, and made the automatic weapons unfit for duty. After the
tour it was quiet in the city. Before such an attack took place the Ambonnesians, shot the
gangs with mortar bombs over our heads, because we were in the line of fire, firing at the
camp of the Ambonnesians then immediately back. Many garnets met houses in our street and
in our garden fell some. We had, my father was at this time on business trips and private on
Bali, us, my three siblings, mother and I holed up among the higher-ranking beds. Since we
lived in a solid house, still altogether thirty locals women, men and children from the
neighborhood came whose houses had destroyed fled to our house, where they felt safer up.
We had a few days still rice enough for all and the wounded were cared for by my mother.
After a few days the nightmare was over, because a Dutch warship ended the rebellion. All
remaining Europeans were evacuated provisionally in a school by the Red Cross. My father
had when he was in Jakarta know about the riots and immediately booked passage for the
whole family on a passenger ship for the trip to Holland in October 1950, where we first set
off by ship without my father after Djakarta. We were able to stay for the time being in my
mother's sister (aunt Dit). The unrest in the country have meant that we quickly came to
Europe forever. Immediately my father came after us and we were on 11 October 1950, a
British passenger ship named SS. Otranto set sail towards home.
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All the unrest on Celebes where we lived at the time have passed to us in the years 1946 to
1948, only when we lived in the city of Makassar, we were faced with the terror (see
following report "South Celebes").
South Celebes, Dutch-Indie, 1946-´47:
To put an end to terror against the Dutch government on South Celebes, Sulawesi today,
marched a division Dutch military on December 10, 1946 on the island. On this island a true
popular uprising broke out against the Dutch, coupled with attacks and arson. Hundreds
freedom fighters from Java were driven by messengers to Celebes and to assist with smuggled
weapons in their luggage their brethren in Celebes. The Netherlands could declare a state of
emergency nothing else than only. Some called it a crackdown, other "pacifying". The troupe
consisted of 123 Dutch military command of the department "Special troops (DST)". The
DST is a special hard-trained troops of the guerrilla struggle with tropical experience. The
DST had the army commander in the Dutch East Indies, Lieutenant General Simon Spoor,
free action to get by all means an end to the terrorist outrages against the Dutch Government
and calm as restore order. The DST was headed by Captain Raymond Westerling and
Lieutenant January Vermeulen. Although the occurrence of militias sometimes was very
tough and energetic, it was behind a success. In the period up to February 1947, the DST has
contributed to peace and order. General West Erlings unit killed more than 600 people in 68
days. But other sources claim that there have been more than 1,500 or even 3,114 deaths,
from the Indonesian side is called mystical unreal 40,000 dead. After the execution of various
operations, the DST is set out for West Java.
Sources:
‘Achter het Nieuws in Zuid-Celebes. Een VARA-productie’ - Herman Wigbold (1969)
‘De Zuid-Celebes affaire. Kapitein Westerling en de standrechtelijke executies’ - Willem
IJzerdreef (1984)
‘Westerling’s oorlog. Indonesië 1945-1950’ – J.A. de Moor (1999).
My father was also asked in 1949 if he wanted to be Indonesians, he had rejected this, which
turned out to be correct as follows from the other decided differently had been experienced. It
would have been wiser if the Dutch would no longer be swept immediately after the Second
World War to Indonesia back and the country would have left alone.
Told by Charles Ferdinandus:
"Why were we imprisoned as criminals?" Charles Ferdinandus (73 in 2011) is still angry.
Together with his two brothers, he fled from Indonesia to the Netherlands. Sukarno insisted
on the acquisition of New Guinea, nationalized all Dutch companies and relieves all the
workers who had to leave the country. Many Indian Dutchman, who had become in 1949
Indonesians came as so-called thinkers over by boat to the Netherlands but no Dutch passport.
Many came first in an asylum seekers camp.
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The port of Aden in 1950, in the
foreground a steam tug.
Our ship had gone to the coast before
anchors and we were not allowed to
disembark, but had (photo taken from the
ship) to look at the land and barren
mountains and the busy traffic in the port.

The Suez Canal in 1950, on the edge
of an advertisement sign, then still
under British administration. (Photo
taken from the ship). From the rail, on
both sides of the ship, I could only see
the desert and now and then a camel
with rider.

The port of Suez in 1950, then still under
British administration, and here we were
not allowed to disembark, although the
ship had to wait on the quay and on the
lag further passage through the canal.
Aboard Egyptian jugglers came (sorcerer),
who showed their magic arts with chicks
and the same. These entertainers were
only in Port Said back of board.

The Port of Port Said in 1947, the ships
awaiting passage in the channel direction
of Suez and to get there to the Red Sea
(postcard from the period).
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With this English ship SS. Otranto we departed on 11 October 1950 by Djakarta and arrived in Rotterdam on 3
November 1950.

The passenger ship "Otranto" at the time was comfortably
furnished, as you can see in the pictures.
Top left is the living room stay and image top right of the
diner room.
Picture right, the promenade deck next to the lounges.
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Picture left, the boat deck where you could
play and run beautifully as a child.

Picture above shows dolphins in the Red Sea, as
we, the whole family in 1950 sailed SS. Otranto
from Indonesia to Holland.
Photographed picture on the left,
Hammerhead in its full size underwater.

the
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During the trip, I was frequently at the bow of the ship where passengers had nothing to look
for, and may stand to look at the sea over the railing as the bow of the ship cut through the
water. If I so looked every day over a longer period from the railing of the sea, I could see
dolphins, hammerhead sharks and flying fishes. The ship took off and, drove after the
bunkering, it was already getting dark and hot to go below deck, leaving the port of Aden
(Yemen) towards the red sea out. I stood at the bow at the railing.
The ship glided through the calm sea and only the blunt noise of the marine engines and noise
of the breaking bow waves broke through the soothing silence. The sea reflected back the
moonlight and seemed spooky and reassuring. On the starboard side I saw in the distance the
desert of Yemen and did not know that I would later travel to Saudi Arabia.

Later I heard that the British had invaded after the surrender of the Japanese of Australia to
uncouple with the intention Indonesia of the Netherlands to Indonesia. We were not freed from
the English, because they were afraid of the already incurred guerrillas in the jungle, but by the
Ambonnesians.

Passenger ship MS Sibajak with which we drove in 1947 to Jakarta.

Epilogue:
It was well known before the war that many Japanese spies were operating under the guise of
business relationships in Indonesia. For sustained by the Japanese damages, my father was only
in the late 80's (1980) annual paid an unknown to me compensation, of which I only got
1000,00 guilders. The British tried to occupy the Dutch ships with their own team in order then
to keep the ships in the war. Only in 2002 I got directly from the Dutch government "Het
Gebaar" 1800,00 EURO as last obligingness. Since I as Europeans was exposed with light skin
in my youth always enhanced UV exposure the tropical sun for years, I have aged for my
seventieth birthday a kind of skin cancer, squalors cell carcinoma of the skin, as a malignant
tumor in the middle of my chest get, which was surgically removed.

